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ABSTRACT
The classical calculus of variations is applied to find the conditions 
for maximum energy transfer in linear n-port networks. The general matching 
situation is discussed, with necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of an optimal match being given in terms of the time domain behavior 
of the network. The necessary adjoint matching condition and the sufficient 
passivity condition are illustrated and explained in a number of specializations
of the general results.
I . INTRODUCTION
Optimum power matching conditions for linear, passive, time-invariant net­
works in the sinusoidal steady-state have been evolved by means of frequency 
domain investigations of network behavior. From the necessary matching conditions 
(e.g., conjugate matching, when a one-port load is to be chosen for a given one- 
port source network), have come fundamental limitations when the matching is to 
be done with passive networks [1-4]. Recently, moreover, the matching conditions 
and their accompanying limitations have been extended to the realm of active 
networks [5-7] and even to that of elementary time-varying networks [8,9]» There 
are, however, fundamental difficulties, which arise when one attempts working 
with time-varying networks in the frequency domain, which limit the applicability 
of previous results; these difficulties may be overcome by utilizing a time domain 
formulation of the matching problem.
The time domain matching problem can best be understood in terms of the 
general matching situation depicted in Figure 1 (where each of the single ports 
drawn symbolically represents many ports) . The general time domain matching 
problem can be stated as follows'1’:
Given the time domain specification for any (or any two) of the networks—
Ngj th© soure© network, N^, the matching network, and N^, the load network —  
specify the remaining network(s) so that the maximum total energy is trans- 
ferred from the source to the load for arbitrary source voltages, v (t).““U
This problem can be solved (i.e., the matching network can be specified, its 
realizability being an open question) in general by means of the classical calculus 
of variations, which yields time domain specifications for the unknown network 
and simple conditions which show the limitations on the applicability of the re­
sults. The further question of when the specified matching networks can actually 
be realized (or to what extent they can be approximated) is to be left to future 
work, although some discussion of the inherent limitations is included here.
II. THE GENERAL MATCHING PROBLEM
The general matching problem is presented symbolically in Figure 1, where 
each port on the various networks represents a number of similarly connected 
ports . The matching problem is to deliver the maximum energy to the load under 
the topological and dynamic constraints imposed by the networks. It will be
2assumed that the networks can be represented on the "impedance basis" in the 
2time domain by means of partitioned matrices of impulse responses:
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These, in conjunction with the topological constraints, lead ultimately to the 
set of three constraint relations:
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3The problem is simply to maximize the total energy delivered to the load 
network,
max t ,  -  max /  A LT(t)/ z ( t ?T ) i  ( T )  dT (3)
Moreover, with the usual energy (power) relation,
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which is more amenable to the subsequent manipulations»
The maximization expressed in Equation (5) can be carried out by means of 
the calculus of variations (see Appendix A) under the assumption that the currents 
are the independent functions— later the matching network which maintains the ex­
tremal currents must be specified. The maximization of Equation (5) yields the
4necessary condition, the three matrix Euler equations (see Appendix A):
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Now^ upon inclusion of the constraints (2 ) } one obtains the set of equations 
for currents maintained by the optimally matched network:
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In the set of Equations (7) we recognize the adjoint matching condition depicted
in Figure 2. To amplify^, if the Equations (7) are to hold for arbitrary excitation
5(hence^ arbitrary i (T )), the adjoint matching condition }
-in(t>T) = £ T (T,t), (8)
5guarantees this . Of course,, condition (8) is much too stringent when the 
current for which the optimal match is desired is known; this situation will 
be discussed in subsequent sections.
Thus far we have encountered only the necessary matching condition pro­
vided by the first variation of Equation (5); the second variation gives a 
sufficient condition for the attainability of an optimal match:
/ { * • > [ - / (~ 11(t’T ) !1S (T) + -12(t>T) V T)) dT
ac <t)
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where the functions T|(t) are arbitrary transient (i.e,, they disappear at + oo)
time function variations of i(t) consistent with the constraints (2)» Since
Equation (9) is to be consistent with the constraints (2) } it can be rewritten0
in terms of the currents rather than their variations for ease of interpretation
T) JLg (T ) + Z12(t,T) ^(T)) dT
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Moreover» the energy relation (4) yields the simpler condition
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Both of these conditions^ Equations (10) and (11)  ^ can be interpreted as re­
quiring the passivity of the combination of source and matching network. Again^ 
if the specific matched current is known,, conditions (10) and (11) are too 
stringent and can be relaxed to demand passivity only with respect to specific
6signals. Of special interest is the case when the inequalities (10) and (11) 
are not satisfied because the source and the matching network are both lossless. 
In this instance we see the pathological case wherein only the lossless part of 
the load network,
x(t,T) ZT (T,t) (12)
need be matched, of course, the smaller is the lossy part,
f(t,T) 12 £(t?T) + â T(T9t) } (13)
the greater is the power absorbed in the load for given source voltages.
It is interesting to notice that when condition (8) holds the "load" network 
as presented to the source network is as shown in Figure 3. Thus, under the 
condition that the matching network is lossless,
Z.(tjT) = - ZA (t,T) = - Z.T (T,t), (14)
the source network 'sees" its adjoint as well:
/ t u (V )  V T) +i2i(T>t) V T)] dT = 0, (15a)
while the equations describing Figure 3 are
(15b)
(16a)
(16b)
Moreover, parallel argument to that developed in Equations (3) through (7) above
indicates (15) as the condition of maximum energy transfer to the source network,
N o  Consequently, a lossless matching network might possibly realize an opti- b
mum two-way match.
7The adjoint matching condition and the passivity condition are the main 
results of the time domain formulation of the matching problem. It should be 
noticed that, other than demanding their passivity, we have made no specifi­
cation of the component networks» Whether one can find a matching network 
to maintain the condition (8) is a realizability question which will not be 
undertaken in this paper; however, the utility of these results as demon­
strated in subsequent sections almost demands an answer»
III» TIME-VARYING NETWORK MATCHING: EXAMPLES
Certain problems which were glossed over in the last section for the sake 
of theoretical continuity will be brought to light in the course of discussion 
of some simple matching examples» In the first place the demand of an adjoint 
match all but finishes the game except in the simplest of circumstances» For 
example, the adjoint match to a nonanticipative network calls for a purely 
anticipative network» Purely anticipative networks are hard to come by; clearly, 
they are not physically realizable» One can recall similar problems arising in 
conjugate matching [1,2 ] which in general requires negative elements but can be 
done over a limited frequency band with positive elements. In this section we 
will show that the adjoint matching of simple time-varying networks requires 
negative elements— perhaps it can be done in some limited sense with positive 
elements once we have obtained realizability conditions on time-varying networks.
As a simple example illustrating the theoretical application of the above 
results, consider the problem of choosing the load network, N , of Figure 4a so 
that it receives maximum energy. Here the time domain node equation is
A j
i (t) = i(t) + —  [C (t) v(t) ] + G(t) v(t). S dt (17)
To obtain the maximum energy transfer, take
ig (t) “ ^  [C(t) v(t) ]
v (t ) dt . (18)
Upon a by-parts integration of the second term under the integral on the right
8hand side, (18) becomes
max
oc
/ ig(t) v (t)
d
dt \  C(t) v2 (t)
■5- C(t) v2 (t) - G(t) v2 (t)> dt, (19)
where dot indicates time differentiation. In taking the variation we need not 
consider the term in the square bracket because it is a perfect differential [10] 
(it is, in fact, the time derivative of the energy stored in the given network); 
consequently, we obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation
i (t) - C(t) v(t) - 2 G(t) v(t) = 0. (20)O
Now, when this equation is combined with the original network Equation (17), we 
obtain the voltage-current relation for the unknown load network:
i(t) = - C(t) —  ^ + G(t) v(t) . (21)dt
Here, again, we see the adjoint matching condition; the voltage-current relation 
describing the load network is adjoint to that describing the source network.
An interesting feature of this problem is that the conjunct [11] of the two ad­
joint relations (21) and
Tit) = [C(t) v(t) ] + G(t) v(t) (22)dt
(which describes the given source network) is just the stored energy which was 
eliminated from (19). A simple realization of the optimum load network, which 
has the anticipated negative elements, is given in Figure 4b.
The sufficient condition for an optimal match, which arises from the second 
variation of (19) is of an unusual character for this problem in that it can be 
stated as a direct constraint on the element variations. The condition that 
the second variation be negative for a maximum yields
[C(t) + 2G(t) ] > 0. (23)
9We recognize in Equation (23) a simple sufficient condition for the stability 
of the given network of Figure 4a when it is connected to an open circuit {12 ] « 
Under the optimal loading condition the network node equation (17) reduces to
ig(t) = [C(t) + 2 G(t) ] v(t). (24)
Hence, the energy extracted from the source is
0°  ^
f  I <5(t) + 2 G(t)£s = i (t) dt; (25)
and, indeed, problems arise if Equation (23) does not hold-
A more difficult problem is that of choosing the optimal loading network 
in Figure 5. Here, the single loop equation is
t
vg (t) = v(t) + ~  [L(t) i(t) ] + R(t) i(t) + Q ^ y  f  i ( x )  dx, (26)
—oo
and we seek to maximize
oo oc
J v(t) i(t) dt = J !v ( t )  - yy [L(t) i(t) ] - R(t) i(t)
C(t) / i(x) dx i(t) dt (27)
This equation can be recast to yield
OO
max /
r f '
2
). ± -  dt 2 L(t) l2(t) +2C(t) 1 i(x) dx
1l
1 » 9 2 iri't'i+ vg (t) i (t) - -  L(t) i (t) - R(t) i (t) - — — -—
t \2)
i(x)dxl ^dt
C (t) \-°o
Again the term in square brackets--the total stored energy of the given network 
can be neglected« The first variation of the remaining terms yields the Euler 
equation
Vc(t) - L(t) i(t) - 2 R(t) i(t) - C(t)
x; if i(x) dx + fi(x) dx + J  TTury dx = o
(28)
(29)
This equation when combined with Equation (26) gives
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$(t) - - L(t) + R(t) i(t) - K x )  dx; (30)
this equation is adjoint to the equation describing the
t
~<t) = [L(t) i(t) ] + R(t) i(t) + J  i
given source network,
(x) dx
The sufficient condition for an optimal match arises from the second 
variation of the quantity (28):
(31)
oo r
J <[L(t) + 2 R(t) ] r|2(t) + —iSTtT 11(t) dt > °» (32)
for arbitrary transient functions, ^(t) . Equation (32) leads quickly to the 
sufficient Legendre condition
[L(t) + 2 R(t)J >  0, (33)
provided that the Jacobi differential equation,,
C(t)
c2(t) u(t) [ L(t) + 2 R(t) ] u(t)^ = 0,
has no conjugate points for t > 0.7
(34)
Both of these problems have exhibited a certain kinship with similar problems 
for time-invariant networks. Just as in the stationary network case, the matching 
problem can be reduced to a driving-point synthesis problem— in the absence of 
realizability conditions, we must halt at this first step.
IV. POWER MATCHING IN THE PERIODIC STEADY STATE
The examples of the last section have shown the virtual impossibility of ob­
taining an adjoint match even in the most simple of matching situations. However, 
adjoint matching is much too stringent a condition in many circumstances; condition 
(8) was derived from Equations (7) under the proviso that an optimal energy trans­
fer exist for arbitrary load currents (therefore for arbitrary excitations). The
11
foregoing is the most general case; but often it is only for a specific class 
of signals that we are interested in an optimal match. In this section we will 
obtain the modifications of condition (8) which apply when we seek maximum 
average power transfer in the periodic steady state .
We must assume a priori that the network has a periodic steady state with 
period T. Then for maximum average power transfer we modify (3) to
t +T oo
max (pL )AVE = max ^  t  iT (t) J  z(t;T) i^(T) dT dt (35)
* J  ^  _o o
Now^ the integral on t can be broken into the sum of two:
/
Az(t,T) i (T) dT
i i
/  i
t, +T
(t ) d r + [  z(t,T) i- (t ) dT, (36)
where the upper limit t^+T suffices because t does not go beyond that in (35)„
The first term in (36) can be identified as the load voltage at time t } v (t );
1 L I
thus^ , (35) becomes
max (V a VE = max T
1 1+T
¿ E (t) i L (t1) dt>+/
t +T t +T
/  *• > / i.(t,T) i (T)dT dt .(37)
Disregarding for the moment the variability of t^ and going through the mani­
pulations of equations (1) through (6 )^  we obtain the equivalent of (7):
t +T|
i'llT(T5t) ¿S <T) + z21T (T5t) 1 c(r) > dT = 0; (38a)
t +Tr
„ T, ~~ T , x T , , v T
/ a 12(T't) iS (T) + A C (T) + * 2 1 < V >  A L (T)
\ L J
dT = 0; (38b)
12
(T,t) - z(t?T) iL (T)VdT = 0; (38c)
all for abritrary t1 . Moreover, when we consider the variability of t , the
transversality condition which arises is automatically satisfied because of 
the assumed periodicity of the signals (see Appendix B ) . The advantage of 
Equation (38) over Equation (7) is that the signals need no longer be of a 
transient nature; moreover, we can consider the adjoint match with respect to 
a specific periodic signal.
An interesting consequence of Equation (38) occurs when the networks are 
time-invariant and the excitation is sinusoidal. Then, the equivalent of the 
adjoint matching condition (8) is the Hermetian matching condition,
which holds for the Laplace transforms of the impulse responses evaluated at 
S = jw.
A condition for average power matching is obtainable as well as one for
total energy matching. The above formulation, and its attendant problems, differs
little from that preceding it. We can begin to make headway, though, when armed
with more specific knowledge about the matching signal, as will be shown in the
following example. In the network of Figure 6, where it is assumed that C(t) is
periodic, it is desired to transfer maximum average power to the load network N .L
The node equation describing the network can be written
Z. (oo) - _ZT (-co) in (39)
i (t) = i (t) - ~  [C(t) v(t) ];L b dt (40)
thus, the optimization problem becomes
max (41)
Under the assumption of periodicity, the conjunct,
(42)
13
g
vanishes and Equation (41) can be rewritten
nmax —  J  «Jigit) + C(t) v(t)> v(t) dt .
The first variation of Equation (43)--in variational notation— is
t +T
/
ig(t ) “ “¡ j  [C(t) v(t)] + C(t) v(t))> 6v (t) dt = 0;7
which, in view of Equation (40) becomes
t +T
- J  [iL (t) + C(t) v(t)] 6v(t) dt = 0
Now we might assume a Fourier series for the input
00 jnw t
i_(t) = S I  e S , S n~-oo n
and a Fourier series for the capacitance variation,
oo jmoj t
C(t) = S  C e P m-'-oo m
then, v(t) and i (t) have the forms [13]
v(t) = S  V e
j (nw +m<^  ) t s p
and
iT (t) = S  I e L n^ m~-oo n ?m
j(nw +mw )t s p
The variation of v(t) is
oo j (nw +mw ) t
6v(t) = S  [5 V ] ~ S P"i^ i—n.m--oo nm
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48a)
(48b)
e ) (49)
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and we can consider the varied complex amplitudes to be independent or dependent
9depending on the nature of the load network . Now it is but a matter of using 
Equations (47), (48), and (49) in Equation (45); for example, if all of the com­
plex amplitudes are independent, the condition for optimality is
I + J nm 2 (nw + kw ) C. V , kx£ S P 1 nk
3 k+f=m
= 0, (50)
where n and m can take on any integer value» If the admittance of the time-
Ainvariant load network is denoted by Y(w) we have
I = Y(nw + mw ) V nm s p nm (51)
Furthermore, for the sake of notational convenience, we make the identification
A x AY(nw + mw ) = Y . (52)s p nm
On the basis of Equations(51) and (52), Equation (50) becomes
-j 2 (nw + koo ) n V . J , s p l nk*-k f.
^ k+i==m
AY V nm nm (53)
hence, for each n Equation (53) can be recast as the matrix equation
r = \& r —n —n — n —n (54)
where 4? is an infinite dimensional square matrix with elements _n
£ = -J[nUs + (P-Q) V  V a  ’
a[3
(55a)
^  is an infinite dimensional diagonal matrix with diagonal elements —n
M aa
A= Y na' (55b)
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and r is an infinite dimensional column matrix with elements —n
H  “ V" “ '
a
(55c)
If Equation (53)— or Equation (54)— is to have a nontrivial solution, we 
must have
det ($ - ) = 0;n n (56)
the nontrivial solution will be within an arbitrary multiplicative constant which
is of course entirely dependent on the input level in this linear network» Since
our goal (maximum power delivered to the load) is equivalent to maximizing the
10real part of the Hermetian form
r 1 '¡f r = r ^  $ r , (57)—n —n —n —n —n —n
r must be the eigenvector of 3? which corresponds to the eigenvalue of $ with—n if “n ~~n
the greatest real part . Then, under condition (56), the obvious choice for
SE’ is —n
~n L (58)
where is this eigenvalue of maximum real part» Therefore, the condition of 
optimal match requires
A,Y (nw + mw ) = \ , for all m (59)
Once \ has been found for each n, the load network’s admittance Y is specified n
at a countably infinite set of points on the real frequency (w) axis»
These results can be considerably simplified if the signals are restricted 
to but a few terms of the Fourier series, whence we expect to obtain conditions 
similar to those of Kuh [8 ]» Suppose, for example, we assume the source signal 
to be a single frequency sinusoid, that C(t) has a simple sinusoidal variation, 
and that the signals of interest are V , V , and V (and their conjugates,.L « JL X 5 U JloJL
16
which we need not consider) . The matrix $ becomes-n
$
J “ B C0
-J<“b - V  C-1
- j(u + o ) C, s p 1
- J “s C0
- j(<0 - <*> ) C ,S p -1
1 (CO + CO ) c J s p' 1
-J “s co
, (60)
and its eigenvalues are 12
co
\ii - - wp V 2(1 - ^ 2> | ci| - J co> (61a)
n2 - j <*> C , s o^ (61b)
X« 3 = “ p V 2 ( 1 - ^  I°1 - j W cs o (61c)
Thus, the admittance at each of the three critical frequencies must be
co
Y = Y -  Q = co \ / ¿ ( l  -  — — ) 1,-1 1,0 1,1 PV U  w 2' - J us Co ; (62)
we would of course obtain conjugate values at conjugate frequencies» Bode [l] 
has given the fundamental limitation on the bandwidth of a positive real reali­
zation of each of the admittances (62):
co < 2 ^  77 cop C 9 o
(63a)
when
CO «  COs p (63b)
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If the realization must be simultaneously obtained over the three bands indi­
cated in Equation (62) } it will have one-third the bandwidth [8 ] o Upon finding 
the eigenvector associated with Equation (61c) we discover that the proportion 
of the average power dissipated in the load network at the various frequencies 
is
p 1: P : P = (oo +oo )2 C,
2 2 2: co c : , 2^(00 -00 ) C-, 2 (64)-1 o 1 p s 1 s o P S 1
This relation bears some similarity to the Manley-Rowe relation [14] in that more
power is delivered at the higher frequencies^ but it is not linear nor is it 
monatonic in frequency» The methods used in this simple example will apply in 
more complicated cases with suitable modification.
Vo CONCLUSIONS
This paper has shown the feasibility and utility of the variational approach 
in the time domain formulation of the matching problem. The general results 
the necessary adjoint matching condition and the sufficient passivity condition  ^
are of great theoretical interest. Moreover^ the variational method does not 
stop at general theoretical results; its success in the simple examples to 
generate specifications for time-invariant matching networks promises great 
application in the future.
The author is grateful for the criticism of Prof. J. B. Cruz^ Jr.
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APPENDIX
A. EXT REMIZATION OF SIMPLE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS.
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The derivation is 
for symmetric kernels 1
an extension of that found in Courant and Hilbert [15] 
Suppose the problem is to maximize the functional
oo p oo —|
(x) = J  |jf(t) + J  <P(t,T) x(T) dTJ x(t) dt . (A.l)
The first variation of the function x(t) is given by
x (t) + 6x(t) = x(t) + £U(t), (A.2)
where r|(t) is an arbitrary function which vanishes at Hh °o, Thus, the first 
variation of the functional J is
OO oo
dtôj = J(x + 6x) - J (x ) = € J* £f(t) + f  (p( t,T) x (t ) dT^ rj ( t )
oo oo
• * / /  </>(t,T) rj(t ) dT x (t) dt,
—oo —oo
(A.3)
to the first power in £. Under the assumption that the order of integration can 
be interchanged in the last term on the right, we obtain
oo oo OO OO
« / /  <P( t,T) Tj(T) dT x(t) dt - € / /  <p( T^t) x (t ) dT ri(t) dt. (A .4)
Consequently, the demand that the first variation of J be zero for an extremum 
yields the Euler equation,
oo
f(t) + J  ^(t,T) + 0(T?t)^ j x(T) dT = o. (A.5)
-OO
Similarly, on the extremum the second variation is
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OO oo
ô2j = e 2 J J Tl(t) i>(t?T) tj(t ) dT dt; (A 06)
hence,
<p(t,T ) must be negative definite for a maximum (A .7)
and
<£>(t?T) must be positive definite for a minimum (A.8)
With the same reasoning we can obtain n independent Euler equations for integral 
equations containing n independent functions, x^Ct), as was done in the text.
B. TRANSVERSALITY AND PERIODICITY CONDITIONS
Consider the extremization of the functional 
t +T t^+T
J(x) = J  £ f(t) + J  0(t,T) x(T) dT^j x (t) dt, (Boi)
where the initial point t^ is variable. Under a fixed endpoint, we would obtain 
the Euler equation
t +T
(t) + J  ^ 0(t,T) + 0(T?t)J x(T) dT = 0 (Bo2)
This equation must hold for the optimal t^ as it could have been a priori fixed 
If we take the first variation of J,
6j = J(x + 6x|,t + 6t ) - J(Xjt ), (B.3)
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under the condition that (B.2) holds, we obtain
t +T+ôt
6 j
t +T
± JL p- —I
J  f(t) + J  0 (t,T) X (T ) dTjx(t) dt
It +T
V 6 t i t +T
J* |f(t) + t  0(t,T) x(T) dT^j X (t) dt
t i+T t +T+6t
* /  / ,
b  V T
tl+T tl+Ôtl
7  /
t t1 1
^(t^T) x(t) dT x(t) dt
T) x(T) dT X (t) dt> . (B o4)
If we assume continuity of the functions, (B.4) becomes
ÔJ = 6tx <f(t1+T) - f(t1)
11+T
J j ^ x ( t 1+T) t X+ T j T )  -  x ( t 1 ) 0 ( t 1 , T ) J x(T) dT
1
t +T
[xCt-j+T) (p itjt^ + T ) - x(t1) x(t) dt (B o5)
The assumed periodicity of the functions f(t) and x(t) guarantees that the first 
variation of J is zero— the transversality condition is satisfied by periodic 
signals .
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Footnotes
1. The problem is stated in terms of voltage sources and will be worked in 
terms of impedance-type voltage-current relations; this is merely for 
convenience« The approach is completely general; since the extension to 
other situations is obvious, it will not be included here«
2. By "impedance basis" is meant that the convolution of some quantity z(t?T)—  
where lower case z is used to correspond with its frequency domain equivalent 
in the stationary case— with current i(T) will give the voltage v(t):
oo
V(t)j z(t,T) i(T) dT„
-oO
3« Since they will always be taken to be -oo and +oo respectively, the lower 
and upper limits on integrals will be omitted for the remainder of this 
section«
4« Here each current is varied independently, the constraint equations are to 
be considered later« This order of operation need not be maintained, but 
it does lend to the ease of interpretation of the results «
5« The adjoint designation as given by superscript A is equivalent to
hf(t/ 0  =  t J ^ t ) «
6 « It must be remembered that these currents are not the optimally matched
currents but rather arbitrary currents which may exist under the topological 
and dynamic constraints of Figure 1.
7 4 These conditions are discussed in detail in Elsgolc [ 1 0 C h « 3«
8 . If J is almost periodic it can still be rendered insignificant by taking T 
sufficiently large«
9« If v(t) is to be real,, we must have
V - V ; nm -n,-m
hence
6v = 6vnm -n,-m
10. Prime denotes conjugate transpose,
r/~n
11« The j extremal properties of eigenvalues are well-known and are discussed in 
Friedman [11 ], Chapter 4.
12« These eigenvalues were obtained under the assumption w >w , if it is not 
true, the eigenvalues are pure imaginary and the case il of no interest« 
Moreover, recall +
for real C(t).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. The general matching situation.
Figure 2. Adjoint matching condition [illustration of equation (7) 
and condition (8)].
Figure 3. Matching situation with the load network replaced by its 
optimal equivalent.
Figure 4. (a) Matching shunt G(t)-C(t) network;
(b) Load network for optimal match.
Figure 5„ Matching series L(t)-R(t)-C(t) rietwork.
Figure 6 . Extracting power from time-varying capacitance.
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Figure 1. The general matching situation.
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Figure 2. Adjoint matching condition [illustration of 
equation (7) and condition (8)^.
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Figure 3. Matching situation with the load network
replaced by its optimal equivalent.
C/)J>
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Figure 4. (a) Matching shunt G(t)-C(t) network;
G ( t ) + C ( t )
Figure 4. (b) Load network for optimal match.
U t ) R i t )  C ( t )
------------------- jtf—
Figure 5. Matching series L(t)-R(t)-C(t) network.
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Figure 6 . Extracting power from time-varying capacitance.
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